Mixed haplotype A beta Z/A alpha d class II molecule in (NZB x NZW)F1 mice detected by T cell clones.
We have tried to demonstrate the existence of a mixed haplotype MHC class II molecule in (NZB x NZW)F1 (B/WF1) mice. When a large panel of keyhole limpet hemocyanin-specific T cell clones derived from B/WF1 mice was analyzed, several clones were shown to be restricted by a F1-specific A beta Z/A alpha d class II molecule. Autoreactive A beta Z/A alpha d-specific T cell clones were also obtained. The ability of the association and expression of A beta Z with A alpha d was confirmed by hybridoma and transfection experiments. Hybridoma cell lines created by fusion of NZW (H-2z) spleen cells with M12.C3 (a A beta d- variant cell line derived from M12.4.1 (H-2d) B lymphoma) cells expressed A beta Z determinants. Transfection of A beta Z genomic DNA to M12.C3 cells resulted in the expression of A beta Z determinants. These hybridoma cell lines and transfectants were able to stimulate A beta Z/A alpha d-specific T cell clones, suggesting the expression of A beta Z/A alpha d molecules on the cell surface. However, attempts to demonstrate the existence of mixed haplotype MHC class II molecules in B/WF1 mice by two-dimensional (nonequilibrium pH gradient gel electrophoresis/SDS-PAGE) gel electrophoresis analysis with the use of anti-class II mAb failed to demonstrate the existence of mixed haplotype A beta Z/A alpha d or A beta d/A alpha z class II molecules in B/WF1 mice. Analysis of mixture of TA beta Z cell and B/WF1 spleen cell lysates immunoprecipitated by anti-A beta Z mAb suggested that the amount of haplotype mixed A beta Z/A alpha d molecules in B/WF1 spleen cells is less than 1/10 that of haplotype matched A beta/A alpha pairs. Our results suggest that, although undetectable by biochemical analysis, small amounts of mixed haplotype A beta Z/A alpha d molecules exist in B/WF1 spleen cells. Also, T cell clones which recognize them exists in B/WF1 mice. Because autoimmune symptoms of B/WF1 mice are shown to be related to heterozygosity at the H-2 region, autoreactive T cell clones which recognize the mixed haplotype A beta Z/A alpha d class II molecule might be involved for the induction of autoimmunity in B/WF1 mice.